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Introduction to 1Z0-146 Exam on Oracle 

Database 11g: Advanced PL/SQL 
You can use this exam guide to collect all the information about Oracle Database 11g: 

Advanced PL/SQL (1Z0-146) certification. The Oracle 1Z0-146 certification is mainly 

targeted to those candidates who has some experience or exposure of Oracle Database 

11g and want to flourish their career with Oracle Advanced PL/SQL Developer Certified 

Professional (OCP) credential. The Oracle Database 11g: Advanced PL/SQL certification 

exam validates your understanding of the Oracle Database 11g technology and sets the 

stage for your future progression. Your preparation plan for Oracle 1Z0-146 Certification 

exam should include hands-on practice or on-the-job experience performing the tasks 

described in following Certification Exam Topics table. 

Oracle 1Z0-146 Certification Details: 

Exam Name Oracle Database 11g: Advanced PL/SQL 

Exam Code 1Z0-146 

Exam Product Version Oracle Database 11g 

Exam Price 
USD $245 (Pricing may vary by country or by localized 

currency) 

Duration 90 minutes 

Number of Questions 68 

Passing Score 65% 

Validated Against 
This exam has been validated against Oracle Database9i - 

12.1.0.1.0 (12c Release 1). 

Format Multiple Choice 

Recommended Training Oracle Database 11g: Advanced PL/SQL 

Schedule Exam Pearson VUE - Oracle 

Recommended Practice 1Z0-146 Online Practice Exam 

 

  

http://education.oracle.com/pls/web_prod-plq-dad/show_desc.redirect?dc=D52601
http://www.pearsonvue.com/oracle/exams/
http://www.oraclestudy.com/1z0-146-oracle-database-11g-advanced-plsql
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Oracle 1Z0-146 Exam Syllabus: 

Oracle11g: Advanced 

PL/SQL 
- Introduction to PL/SQL 

PL/SQL Programming 
Concepts: Review 

- List restrictions on calling functions from SQL expressions 

- Hand exceptions 

- Manage dependencies 

- Use Oracle-supplied packages 

Designing PL/SQL Code 

- Identify guidelines for cursor design 

- Use cursor variables 

- Create subtypes based on existing types 

Working with 
Collections 

- Create collections (nested table, array and associative arrays, 

PL SQL tables) 
- Use collections methods 

- Manipulate collections 

- Distinguish between the different types of collections and 
their uses 

Using Advanced 
Interface Methods 

- Execute external C programs from PL/SQL 

- Execute Java programs from PL/SQL 

Implementing Fine-

Grained Access Control 
for VPD 

- Explain the process of fine-grained access control 
- Implement and test fine-grained access control 

Manipulating Large 
Objects 

- Create and manage LOB data types 

- Use the DBMS_LOB PL/SQL package 

- Use of temporary LOBs 

Administering 
SecureFile LOBs 

- Describe SecureFile LOB features 

- Enable SecureFile LOB deduplication, compression, and 
encryption 

- Migrate BasicFile LOBs to the SecureFile LOB format 

Performance and 
Tuning 

- Use native and interpreted compilation methods 

- Tune PL/SQL code 

- Enable intraunit inlining 

Improving Performance 

with Caching 

- Improve memory usage by caching SQL result sets and using 
the - DBMS_RESULT_CACHE package 

- Write queries that use the result cache hint 
- Set up PL/SQL functions to use PL/SQL result caching 

Analyzing PL/SQL Code 

- Run reports on source code 

- Determine identifier types and usages 

- Use DBMS_METADATA to retrieve object definitions 

Profiling and Tracing 
PL/SQL Code 

- Trace PL/SQL program execution 

- Profile PL/SQL applications 
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Safeguarding Your 

Code Against SQL 
Injection Attacks 

- Describe SQL injections 

- Reduce attack surfaces 

- Use DBMS_ASSERT 

- Design immune code 

- Test code for SQL injection flaws 

1Z0-146 Sample Questions: 
01. Which two statements are true about the usage of the 
DBMS_DESCRIBE.DESCRIBE_PROCEDURE procedure? 

  

a) You can describe remote objects. 
b) You can describe anonymous PL/SQL blocks. 
c) You can describe a stored procedure, stored function, packaged procedure, or 

packaged function. 
d) You can obtain information about the position, name, and data type of the 

arguments of a procedure. 
  

02. Examine the commands: 
CREATE TYPE typ_course_tab IS VARRAY(5) OF VARCHAR2(20) 

/ 
CREATE TYPE typ_course_nst 
AS TABLE OF typ_course_tab 

/ 
CREATE TABLE faculty 

(faculty_id NUMBER(5), faculty_name VARCHAR2(30), courses typ_course_nst) 
NESTED TABLE courses STORE AS course_stor_tab 

/ 

INSERT INTO faculty 

VALUES (101, 'Jones', NULL); 
UPDATE (SELECT courses FROM faculty WHERE faculty_id=101) SET courses = 

typ_course_nst(11,'Oracle'); 
Which statement is true about the execution of these commands? 

  

a) All the commands execute successfully. 
b) Only the first two commands execute successfully. 
c) Only the first four commands execute successfully. 

d) Only the first three commands execute successfully. 
  

03. Which guidelines should be considered when designing and using cursors 

in a PL/SQL block? 

  

a) When fetching from a cursor, fetch into a record. 
b) Use parameters with cursors so that the result set for the cursor is not tied to a 

specific variable in a program. 
c) Use the %NOTFOUND attribute in combination with the SELECT INTO statement to 
check for non existent values. 

d) Whenever possible, explicitly declare the cursor and use the OPEN, FETCH and 
CLOSE statements to manipulate the cursor instead of using cursor FOR loop. 

e) When using data manipulation language statements, (DML) reference a SQL cursor 
attribute immediately after the DML statement executes in the same block. 
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04. Identify the component of the PL/SQL hierarchical profiler that uploads 
the result of profiling into database tables. 
  

a) the trace file component 
b) the analyzer component 

c) the shared library component 
d) the data collection component 
  

05. In which two situations is the body of a result-cached function executed? 

  

a) if the memory allocated for the result cache is increased 

b) if a session on this database instance invokes the function with the same parameter 
values 

c) if the first time a session on this database instance invokes the function with a 

parameter value 

d) if a session executes a data manipulation language (DML) statement on a table or 
view that was specified in the RELIES_ON clause of a result-cached function 

  

06. Identify the two types of PL/SQL programs for which you consider setting 
the compilation method to native mode. 
  

a) PL/SQL programs that are still in the debugging phase of development 
b) PL/SQL programs that have computation-intensive procedural operations 

c) A PL/SQL program, which is called with the same parameters by multiple sessions 

d) PL/SQL programs that spend most of their execution time in executing SQL 
statements 

  

07. Which two statements are true about cursor variables? 

  

a) Cursor variables can be parameterized like cursors. 
b) The query associated with a cursor variable cannot reference host variables and 
PL/SQL variables. 

c) The FETCH statement executes the query associated with a cursor variable and 
identifies the result set. 
d) Cursor attributes (%FOUND, %NOTFOUND, %ISOPEN, and %ROWCOUNT) can be 

applied to a cursor variable. 
e) The OPEN FOR statement executes the query associated with a cursor variable and 
identifies the result set. 
  

08. You designed a CardValidation.java Java source file. You also have the 
corresponding CardValidation.class file. As part of invoking a Java class 

method, you executed this command at the command prompt: 
loadjava -user oe/oe CardValidation.java 

Which statement is true about the command? 

  

a) It loads the Java code into the database. 
b) It publishes Java methods in CardValidation.java. 

c) It loads the metadata related to the Java class file into the database. 
d) It loads the Java class file into the Java pool in the database instance. 
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09. When do you use static SQL as a technique for avoiding SQL injection? 

  

a) when the WHERE clause values are unknown 

b) when the code contains data definition language (DDL) statements 

c) when all Oracle identifiers are known at the time of code compilation 

d) when the SET clause values are unknown at the time of code compilation 

  

10. You issue this command to create a table called LOB_STORE: 
CREATE TABLE lob_store 

(lob_id NUMBER(3), 
photo BLOB DEFAULT EMPTY_BLOB(), cv CLOB DEFAULT NULL, 
ext_file BFILE DEFAULT NULL) 

/ 
What is the outcome? 

  

a) The table is created successfully. 
b) It generates an error because DEFAULT cannot be set to EMPTY_BLOB() during table 
creation. 

c) It generates an error because DEFAULT cannot be set to null for a CLOB column 
during table creation. 
d) It generates an error because DEFAULT cannot be set to null for a BFILE column 

during table creation. 

Answers to 1Z0-146 Exam Questions: 

QUESTION: 01 

Answer: c, d 

QUESTION: 02 

Answer: c 

QUESTION: 03 

Answer: a, b, e 

QUESTION: 04 

Answer: b 

QUESTION: 05 

Answer: c, d 

QUESTION: 06 

Answer: b, c 

QUESTION: 07 

Answer: d, e 

QUESTION: 08 

Answer: a 

QUESTION: 09 

Answer: c 

QUESTION: 10 

Answer: a 

 

Note: If you find any typo or data entry error in these sample questions, we request 

you to update us by commenting on this page or write an email on 
feedback@oraclestudy.com 

mailto:feedback@oraclestudy.com

